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ANCC AND SIG TUNE: 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Welcome to Arts in Africa. This is Ale» Tetteh-Lartey and today 
I talk with one of the Directors: of a new film from Namibia. 

MUSI.C 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY: 

A song from the SWAPO Singers new LP, which forms IE, rt of the 
sound track from a new film called 11 Namibia Armed". It was 
produced by the m.'APO Department of Information and Fublici ty 
and shot illicitly in Namibia between January and .-\pril this 
year. I spoke with David Glyn, an independant fL,.: . maker and 
one of the Directors of this film, and first asked him whether 
he had any fears about making the film. 

DAVID GLYN: 

Well, I suppose, like a lot of people, we had a certain idea of 
what $yartheid m0ant,but we in fact were very uninformed about 
the situation in Namibia itself, so that to a very great extent 
we went into the situation quite blindly. We were dependant 
on .our information that we received from SWAPO. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Were you allowed to get into the country to begin with? Did the 
police know what you were about to do? 

DAVID GLYN: 

We entered' the country as white tourists. Ue had a half-baked 
story about our intentions as tourists. As it turned out, entering 
the country didn't present any serious problems. 
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ALEX T3TTEH-LARTEY: 

Now why is the film entitled "Namibia Arned", seeing that only 
the police were arm~d in the actual shots you took? 

DAvID GLYN: 

Well the film was made at a moment that was very important to the 
develop□ent of the liberation struggle in Nmi.1ibia. There have 
been a number of films made about the armed struggle, which hae 
been a very important factor in bringing about the present 
situation both in Na□ibia and also in other South African countries. 
But SWAPO felt that it was important to show that the :yreparation 
of the people in Namibia is not simply one of developing an 
arms struggle but also developing the oass of people politically 
inside the country. So that it's an ~rning of the people 
politically and ideologically . We felt it important to nake 
a film which would show the experiences and the changes in 
consciousness which give rise to an arms strugale , that an arms 
strug~le comes out of a very concrete situation of real 
opression and that , i f one thinks simply of an arms struggle 
separately from the experience which gives rise to it, one 
doesn't really understand the arms struggle itself. 

MUSIC 

ALEX TETTEH-L, RTEY: 

How did you show this ideolop.:ical encouragement of the people? 

DJi.VID GLYN: 

Well in the course of +he file, we spoke to people from a wide 
variety of situations, people who in one sense confront different , 
particular problems, but all of whom see the solution to those 
problems as being through the Na-::tionalist Organisa tion, SWAPO. 
We spoke to v1omen involved in the Women's Council, who were 
speaking both about their own i:articular problems as women , 
but also about how those problems could be related to the 
necessity t o achi eve independ8.Ilce. We spoke to students, who 
are concerned n.l)Out the kind of· education that they' re 
getting, an education which presently is completely subordinate 
to t he interests of the ~::outh .(~frican regim0 and which they 
wish to see transformed so that it serves their own interests. 
At the same time as they think about that question of how 
education should be transforoed, they ' re cons idering how as 
students they can contribute to the liberation movement . We 
also spoke to a number of groups of workers in the mines and in 
the fishing industry. All of those people were extremely anxious 
to discuss political Questions. Politics wasn't something which 
seemed to them a kind of distant problem. It was one which arose 
i mmediately out ot the necessity to oppose the rule of South Africa. 
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ALEX TET~EH- LARTEY: 

Now these people must ha.ve all been aware that you were making 
this film illegally , if I should so term it. Yet they were 
not frightened of expressing their views whenever you a:sked then. 
Why do you think that is? 

DJ,.VID GLYN: 

Well the situation is very ambiguous at the present time because, 
strictly speaking , S'\.'lLPO is not an illegal or.cranisation. It's 
not formally an illeg~l act to hold a meeting, At the same time, 
all those wh0 :ire involved with SWLPO are subject to constant 
ha rrassment. So there was a definite risk involved for people. 
But I think that it was just typical of :p3ople's general 
preparedness at the present time in Namibia to confront the 
South African forces direc tly. I think it was ~ost importantly 
because we were seen and understood to be represent~tives of 
S\'U:PO. 

JYIUSIC 

ALEX TETTEH- L/tRTEY: 

Now did the f q_ct that you were in · the country doing somGthing 
which, if you had been caught, you would have been punished for, 
pose any technical problems for you as a film unit? 

DAVID GLYN: 

It posed constant technical problems. It was the first time tha t 
our political work placed us in a situation, where each moment 
of working subjected us to a certain kind of risk, so tha t the 
very act of taking a camera and filming in a certain place, 
where it was illicit for us to do so, became a strug~le if you 
like. 

f,LEX TETTEH-LLRTEY: 

Now, ~ow were you able to take shots of certain things in the 
Gountry? I mean you were awn~s +.ha t the police wore nll over 
the place, there were soldiers around 2nd yet you were able to 
shoot certain films , which I thirL~ would not have been possible 
had the Authorities been aware of your presepce. For example, 
your shooting of the inside of the UrRnium Plant , which is a 
thing which I don't think f!nybody would have been able to do 
without official s :mction. 
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DAVID GLYN: 

Yes. Rossing Uranium mine is like a fortress. 
it from the exterior, it's surrounded by barbed 
are armed guards on the gates, and , as you say, 
been able to take a camera inside and shoot the 

When you approach 
wire fences, there 
no one's ever 
conditions. 

ALEX TETTEH-L~RTEY: 

Was it an automatic camera? Was. ther e someone to manage it whilst 
it was in? 

Il'AVID GLYN: 

Oh yes. The cameras we used were ones wh:i:i.ch were quite easy for 
anyone to use. You don't really need to have any particular 
technical experience to use themo 

ALEX TETTEH-L,~.RTEY: 

.'~nd there is also one scene which is quite incredible. f.. f ellow 
selling a Namibian or SWAPO magazine in the streets and also 
wearing a T-shirt with a slo.g;an saying "One Namibia - One Nati'on". 
He is arrested by:,. policeman and bundled into a vehicle. How 
wero you able to tnke a shot like that without the policeman 
seeing you? 

DAVID GLYN: 

Well, strictly speaking, the man in question wasn't breaking 
the law and there was no r eason why he shoµldn't have ·been 
selling the n:ngazine on the street and why he shouldn't have 
been filmed. But at the same time, it 1 s quite a noroal occurence 
for him to have been picked up and taken. In fact, that mBn 
was taken to the police station and held overnight and 
interrogated. That piece of film was shot by another SW.t.PO 
member and, when the comrade was arrested, you can see the 
camera retreats very suddenly to the other side of the street 
to show his being taken away in the van. 

ALEX TETTEH-Li.RTEY: 

Did you provoke the scene intentionally so that you could get 
the shot or was it something which happened accidentally? 
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D:.vrD GLYN: 

No, the intention was simply so show the propogation of SW :~PO' s 
ide~s by showing that the journal is sold very widely in the 
capital. It was in f eet being sold in Windhoek, and w showed 
the magazine being sold to whites and blacks in Windhoek. 

AL3X TETTEH-LLRTEY: 

So it was fortunate in a sense that this incident happened, that 
this policman came along ••• 

D .. \VID GLYN: 

From a dramatic point of view ••.• 

MUSIC 

!.LEX TETTEH-L\RTEY: 

Now, it's a documentary film and you show it in colour and it's a 
35-minute filr:i. Was it very expensive to make? 

DAVID GLYN: 

We shot about seven hours of film which is quite a high r :1.tio, 
.:md, on top of that, after we r eturned from Namibia, we received 
a constant stream of new material from people with whom we'd 
left the camera. But as a whole the film wasn't expensive. 
In fact I think it was quite extraordinarily cheap. We shot it 
in an amateur format, in 8 mm format and none of those taking part 
received any payment , which is always a significant cost in film 
production. I think that the film does show in its very roughness 
so□ething of the conditions under whcih it was made: the fa0t that 
we were forced to use an amateur format, the fact that we had 
to shoot with very limited technical facilities on the spot. 
For example, we didn't even have a tripod. All of the material 
is hand-held. Generally the film conveys a sense of having been 
rushed into existence. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Now this film is obviously a propaganda one , in the sense that 
you're trying to promote the interests of SWAPO. 
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DAVID GLYN: 

There is an enormous Bmo11nt of propaganda on boh~l £ o:f both the 
South African interests arid i rn:riAri.'=lJ.:i.o b 111 t.eL·ests in Southern 
Africa over the question of Namibia. SWAPO felt, and we felt 
as well, that it was important to counter that propaganda. The 
best way to counter it, we felt, was with counter-propaganda, 
that is, a propaganda which attempted to show the position of 
the mass of people inside the country as against the position 
of a number of diplomatic representatives of these people. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

And do you think the form of the documentary is the best way 
of promoting this propaganda? 

DAVID GLYN: 

Well, I think that the advantage of the docunentary is that one 
can at least attempt to summarise a moment in history. One 
can draw in a lot of differ0 nt elements by moving a large number 
of cameras around, and by taking them into a large number of 
situations, talking to a lot of people in quite a short space of 
time. We were only there for three weeks ·and were able to speak 
to quite a large number of people. I think it would be difficult 
for that number of people to give an expression to their 
posj_tion through any other medium. 

JYITJSIC 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

And where do you intend to show i t , apart from here? 

DAVID GLYN: 

Well, the film has been shown on one European television service 
and it's hoped that it will be shown on two others. It's also 
primarily seen as a film that can be used in meetings, held in 
support of SWAPO. A film which can initiate discussions about 
what's happening inside Naruibia at the present time. 

ALEX TETTEH-Lfi.RTF.!X: 

And you don't intend to show it in Africa? There 's a lot of 
support for SWAPO in Africa . 
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DAVID GLYN: 

Well, I think we will distribute a print of the film through 
the SWAPO offices in the various African capitals. 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY: 

Now the film was made some time between January and April this 
year. Has it had any influence at all on the s i tuation in 
Namibia? 

DAVID GLYN: 

I thin};: that it's unlikely tha t it's had a direct influence 
because I think that films very seldom in and of themselves 
have a direct influence, but I think it may be uselul in that 
it will help to generate support for the struggle inside Namibia. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

And we all hope it will •.• but it really amazes me, the audacity 
of some of these cameramen in such tricky situations. Our 
thanke to David Glyn. 

MUSIC 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

And so we come to the end of this weAk ' s programme. This is 
Alex Tetteh- Lartey saying goodbye . Join us again at the same 
time next week for another 'Arts and Africa' 

MUSIC 


